April 23, 2015

Al Mottur
Shareholder
202.296.7353 tel
202.296.7009 fax
amottur@bhfs.com

VIA ELECTRONIC DELIVERY

Marlene Dortch
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20554
Re:

Notice of Ex Parte Presentation – CG Docket No. 02-278

Dear Ms. Dortch,
On April 21, 2015, Sara Davis, Executive Director of Government and Industry at Nelnet;
Joseph Popevis, President of Diversified Solutions at Nelnet; and I (Al Mottur) of Brownstein
Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP, counsel to Nelnet, met with the following staff of the Federal
Communications Commission Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau to discuss issues related
to the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 (“TCPA”): Mark Stone (Deputy Bureau
Chief); Aaron Garza (Bureau Front Office Legal Advisor); Kurt Schroeder (Chief, Consumer
Policy Division); John Adams (Deputy Chief, Consumer Policy Division); and Kristi Lemoine
(Attorney Advisor, Consumer Policy Division).
During the meeting, we discussed the lack of clarity under the TCPA, which is negatively
impacting Nelnet’s ability to contact student loan borrowers and provide them valuable
information about their loans, payments options, and forebearance options, if necessary. Mr.
Popevis and Ms. Davis provided an overview of Nelnet and discussed how the company works
with borrowers to prevent default. We discussed the problem of a strict liability approach for
reassigned numbers, in those cases where the contacting party believes in good faith it was
contacting an individual who had consented to such outreach. We also discussed the need for
clarity with respect to the definition of automatic telephone dialing system (“ATDS”) in light of
technological advances since enactment of TCPA in 1991, and in light of court cases that have
expansively defined ATDS beyond the plain language of the statute. And, we discussed the public
interest associated with the core aspect of Nelnet’s business – namely, servicing student loans for
the federal government, and educating consumers on their options in those instances in which full
repayment has become challenging for them. Finally, we discussed the proliferation of litigation
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that has blossomed in recent years due to the lack of clarity. We provided Commission staff
members with a handout touching on the aforementioned issues, a copy of which is attached.
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this matter.
Respectfully submitted,

Al Mottur
Shareholder
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP
1350 I Street, NW, Suite 510
Washington, DC 20005
202.872.5284 tel
AMottur@BHFS.com
Counsel to Nelnet
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For purposes of this paper, we use the term “automated dialing system” or “auto dial” generally to refer to the many technologies available to servicers to efficiently contact consumers. The Federal
Communications Commission and Federal courts have not uniformly defined “automatic telephone dialing system” as the term is used in the TCPA, resulting in significant industry confusion about which
dialing systems and technologies may be permitted.

1

Text Messaging. Text messaging has seen a rapid rise in popularity – particularly among students and the younger demographics – as a favorite method of
communication. However, current TCPA interpretations provide that a consumer must not only expressly consent to be contacted by text message, but must also optin a second time in response to a confirmatory text message (the so-called “double opt-in”). Many borrowers will not go through the cumbersome process, limiting
the ability to use this important communication channel.

Ownership Verification. Current TCPA interpretations also require that the party making a call with auto dialing equipment must ensure the owner of the wireless
number is still the person who provided consent to auto dial. Unfortunately, many consumers do not notify us when they change numbers. As a result, we employ a
third-party verification process using external vendors and registries, which often have incomplete information for this demographic. This results in diminishing the
records eligible to auto dial, even for those customers who have provided their consent.

Cell Phone Consent (CPC). In order to use an automated dialing system1 to contact serviced borrowers on a wireless phone number, the consumer must have
provided prior express consent. Many borrowers have not been reached to obtain consent, which eliminates an important phone channel for resolving delinquency.
Cell phone consent language is included on the federal Master Promissory Note, but it is limited to the phone numbers provided on the initial application or
subsequently by the borrower. Consent does not extend to new numbers identified by skip-tracing or similar methods. This borrower demographic changes their
phone numbers often, so by the time a borrower enters repayment consent must often be re-established.

KEY TCPA ISSUES

To provide a comprehensive picture of the TCPA’s impact to servicing, the document starts by clarifying specific TCPA issues. We then provide analysis on the resulting
impact, explain how the requirements have an impact on federal loan servicing, evaluate what we can expect in the future, and close with recommendations.

The stakes are high. We currently service nearly six million Direct Loan borrowers representing $150 billion. We also service an additional one million borrowers and
$25 billion as part of the federally guaranteed, legacy FFEL program. At these volumes, even incremental degradations in performance have a large-scale fiscal impact.
The goal of this whitepaper is to help demonstrate and quantify this impact using statistical analysis of Nelnet’s data. While the numbers presented here are specific
to Nelnet, we expect that other student loan servicers are facing similar challenges, likely multiplying the overall effect of the TCPA on the Department’s portfolio.

This document reviews the impact of the current state of interpretation and enforcement of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) on federal student loan
servicing. The insights and conclusions are drawn from Nelnet’s historical data as a Title IV Additional Servicer (TIVAS) working under Federal Student Aid’s contract.
Our analysis indicates that certain restrictions within the TCPA – while well intentioned when enacted many years ago – limit our ability to effectively reduce
delinquency, prevent default of federal assets, and successfully communicate with customers using the channels they prefer. Defaulted loans delay cash flow,
generate costly collection fees, and in many cases result in forfeiting payments altogether – not to mention the adverse and often life-altering experience of default
for the borrowers.
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TCPA Exemption for Calls on Behalf of the Federal Government: The FCC should declare that the use of automatic dialing systems and prerecorded
voice messages is allowed when contacting wireless phones to service student loans, consistent with the last two of President Obama’s budgetary
submissions to Congress. The public interest benefits of this exemption from liability are significant to the U.S. Treasury; and, in those instances in which
debtors owe private monies, are nonetheless significant to those individual debtors, many of whom “time out” and default on their student loans, in part
because their servicers cannot efficiently reach them. In addition, contacting allows for more opportunities for former students to stay current,
especially as the Administration expands its Pay as you Earn (PAYE) program.

Definition of ATDS that tracks the statute and the legislative history: A number of courts have construed the definition of ATDS broadly. The TCPA
defines an ATDS as “equipment which has the capacity (A) to store or produce telephone numbers to be called, using a random or sequential number
generator; and (B) to dial such numbers.” The FCC should promulgate a more narrow definition that tracks the language of the statute and takes into
account advances in technology such as those utilized by Nelnet, who contacts parties from their limited database who have consented to such contact.

2.

3.
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In each of the instances above, the Commission is fully empowered to implement protective measures that enable student loan servicers to better assist borrowers
while still preventing undue harassment -- thereby addressing concerns of consumer groups while keeping the public’s best interest at heart.

Reassigned Numbers: The FCC should declare that the TCPA permits outreach to reassigned numbers when the contacting party believed in good faith it
was contacting a party who had consented to such outreach– even where the contact ends up being someone else. The benefits of this small exemption
from liability are immense, protecting legitimate marketing or student loan servicing activities from liability where they were acting entirely in good faith
and without knowledge that their outreach was to a new party. It is important to note also that the harm, if any, is minimal in these circumstances, in
that presumably there will be no further efforts to contact that person/number once the contacting party learns that the recipient is not in fact the party
they are trying to reach.

1.

In doing so, it is imperative that the Commission act to clarify three important areas of ambiguity:

In order to protect federal assets and enable student loan servicers to assist and communicate with borrowers in the best means available, change and clarity
regarding the TCPA are needed. Congress is not likely to act to provide this reform in the near term. The FCC, however, has the authority to fix the problem and in fact
has pending before it multiple petitions for declaratory rulings on the TCPA. The FCC may soon issue a NPRM so as to react to the pending petitions, while affording
interested parties a further opportunity to weigh in.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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